
The Evolution of

Over the past 30 years, the science of behavioral profiling has grown 
immensely. Behavioral profiling is the extrapolation of information about a 
person based on his known qualities, identifying the patterns that merge to 
form the three areas of human behavior: thinking (cognitive development), 
feeling (emotional development) and doing (actions in a work setting). 
The key to profiling instruction is interpretation, and while various profiling 
instruments can successfully identify an individual’s key attributes, our 
research suggests a better use by combining three specific profile findings 
into an overall Winning Profile.

With a background in working with thousands of employees and participants 
in his business, Dr Gary Russell has brought together three different 
profiling tools for the benefit of creating a definitive talent and elite 
performance profile. The three profiling instruments are explained here, and 
when completed, the results are analyzed, summarized and combined to 
create a personal Winning Profile report.

Most profiling instruments that have been developed are linear in nature, 
profiling a single dimension of human beings with precision. Some are truly 
remarkable instruments, but the reality is that humans are not linear, and 
these instruments are simply unable to accurately reflect the total human 
psychological condition. Winning Profile is a system that examines several 
facets of human behavior at once, triangulating the results to produce a 
stunningly precise analysis. It is simply the easiest, most accurate 
profiling system on the planet.



“Champions aren’t
made in gyms.
Champions are made
from something deep 
inside them - a desire,
a dream, a vision.
They have to have
the skill and will.
But the will must be
stronger than the skill.”

-Muhammad Ali
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After completing Winning Individual, an additional re-profiling is conducted after a period 
long enough where change can be effected. Results are then compared and the shift in 
performance is measured and analyzed. While the three areas of an employee’s behavior 
cannot be changed, their order of predominance can be shifted to better match and serve 
his role, thus increasing overall performance and productivity.
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1 PART ONE: COMPARISON

The 3 Profiling Instruments
Engaged to Create

1. David Kolb’s Learning Style Inventory measures 4 phases of learning and
     specifically looks at how you perceive or interpret information and then how you act
     upon this interpretation. The profile provides scores that relate to your dominant
     phases of learning.

2. Gallup’s StrengthsFinder identifies your 34 talent themes in the unique order of
     their predominance. Gallup defines talent as the reoccurring patterns of thoughts,
     feelings and behavior. The results of the profile test rank your top 5 signature strengths.

3. Axiom DISCUS Profile identifies your working strengths, your motivators,
    management, communication and negotiation styles, and highlights your value to
    the team and organization. The DISCUS model measures behaviors that can be
    distilled into four principal behaviors: Dominance (D), Influence (I), Steadiness (S) and
    Compliance (C).

Winning Profile is a summary of these results. It integrates the findings into the key fundamental 
characteristics found in every successful team: Ability, Teachability, Pressure and Will.

WINNINGPROFILE
“You cannot
dream
yourself into
a character;
you must
hammer
and forge
yourself one.”

- Henry David Thoreau
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Kolb’s Learning Style Inventory
David Kolb’s Learning Style Inventory measures 4 phases of learning and
specifically looks at how people perceive or interpret information and then how they
act on what they have interpreted. The profile provides scores that relate to the
following phases of learning:

Concrete Experience (CE):
Learning from Experience

Reflective Observation (RO):
Learning by Re�ecting

Learning from specific experiences 
Experiences related to interactions 
with people 
Being sensitive to people and feelings 

Carefully observing before making 
judgments or acting 
Views things from different perspectives 
Looking for meaning to things 

Abstract Conceptualization (AC):
Learning by Thinking

Active Experimentation (AE):
Learning by Doing

Logically analyzing information 
Acting on intellectual understanding of
a situation 

Takes risks 
Acts on impulse – ‘launches’ into things 
Shows ability to get things done 

•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•

•
••
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• Both assessments have produced similar results – Trevor displays a balanced Assimilator/Diverger Learning Style in both assessments. 
This balanced approach is often described as a ‘Reflecting’ Learning Style.

• Invariably, these individuals will use observation and reflection as their primary basis for learning. Indeed, they will have a keen sense of 
observation and be able to make sense of and recognize the deeper meaning that underlies events, facts and people’s interactions. From the 
knowledge that these reflections bring, Trevor will be good at ‘seeing’ what is going on and then coming up with creative ideas and solutions to 
problems.

• The only significant difference between the two sets of results is the higher Reflective Observation score evident in Trevor’s 2015 assess-
ment. This suggests that in his current role, he appears to be adopting a quality assurance role whereby he will ‘check and challenge’ all that 
he does to ensure that the results he produces are of the very highest quality. (This is also consistent with the rise of Maximizer as his top 
Signature Strength in the Strengths Finder Profile – which has risen 23 places from his first profile)

• Indeed, the combination of a high Reflective Observation score alongside a significantly lower Active Experimentation score often describes 
individuals who are good at coming up with creative ideas and solutions to problems, but prefer leaving the implementation to others. 

Kolb’s Learning Style Inventory

Learning Methodology  2009 2015      Change

Concrete Experience   24 24    -
Learning from Experience

Reflective Observation  33 38 +5
Learning by Reflecting

Abstract Conceptualization  33 27  -6
Learning by Thinking

Active Experimentation  30 31 +1
Learning by Doing

1 - 2009 (Diverger/Assimilator)
2 - 2015 (Diverger/Assimilator)

1 2
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WILL

PRESSURE

TEACHABILITY

ABILITY

Champion

Warrior

Student

Talented

CHARACTER CRITERIA COACHING

Attitude

T-Cup

Sponge

Skill

Classification
Student/Warrior/Champion 
To be a Winner at the elite level of business or sport nowadays, however, ‘talent’ is a 

 
Student/

Warrior/Champion
 

 
attributes within each individual in order to provide an insight into how effective they may be in applying 
their unique talents within their sport or business. 

Key Findings (continued)

3. Capacity for Learning

that underlies events, facts and people’s interactions

order to draw his own conclusions and create action plans

best ways of doing this is through knowledge acquisition

can communicate back to his students effectively.

4. Change Thinking 

models in order to help others improve their performances

new ideas into this planning process

encourage individuals to change various aspects of their game, he will have a relatively patient approach 

5. Thinking Correctly Under Pressure

will generally plan a clear, ‘safe’ path of action. 

confrontational

team’s interest remaining the top priority.

Although all the 
aforementioned profiling 
instruments successfully 
identify an individual’s 
key attributes, our 
research suggests a 
better use for all of them 
by triangulating them 
and integrating their 
findings into an overall 
Winning Profile. 
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Gallup StrengthsFinder
Gallup’s StrengthsFinder is a profiling instrument that identifies your 34 
talent themes in the unique order of their predominance. Gallup defines 
‘talent’ as the reoccurring patterns of thoughts, feelings and behavior. 
The results of the profile test rank each person’s top Signature Strengths.
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There are some significant differences in Trevor’s signature strengths across the two 
assessments which appear to reflect a sense of greater responsibility for Trevor to 
produce results of the highest quality and to lead others through the example he sets.

The presence of Maximizer and Responsibility seems to reflect a very personal 
ownership that he takes in driving towards personal success and delivering the very 
best results for his employer/ clients. 

Those strengths, in combination with Consistency, when placed alongside his top 3 
Strengths from his 2009 assessment (Relator, Learner and Focus) suggest that he 
now has a much stronger leadership profile, whereby he appreciates the importance of 
his role in setting the qualities and standards he expects from his team. His previous 
top 3 suggested that he was more focused on building personal success, be that via 
developing key relationships or gathering information and understanding.

The higher scores for Self-Assurance and Responsibility in his 2015 assessment 
suggest that Trevor is more confident in his ability to make a difference and influence 
positive results than in the previous assessment.

Trevor’s strengths suggest that he will do everything within his power to ensure that he 
and his team produce the very best results they are capable of. He will have a very low 
level of tolerance for underachievers and, in particular, those whose actions and behav-
iors he believes could have a detrimental impact on the public’s perception of the 
organization. He will see it as part of his role to ensure that an element of quality 
control is maintained in the workplace and Trevor will be prepared to work extended 
hours to ensure this is the case.

Gallup StrengthsFinder

Relator
Learner
Focus
Futuristic
Deliberative
Self-Assurance
Connectedness
Discipline
Context
Analytical

Ideation
Adaptability
Includer

2009 2015

Maximizer
Consistency
Responsibility
Deliberative
Self-Assurance
Relator
Discipline
Focus
Belief
Individualization

Achiever
Includer
Restorative

+/-Rank

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

32
33
34

+23
+25
+14

+1
+1
  -5
+1
  -5
+4
+5

 -19
+1
  -8
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Axiom Discus

D  I  S  C

Axiom DISCUS Profile is a report that assesses a person, identifies their 
working strengths, their motivators, management, communication and negotia-
tion styles, and highlights their value to the team and organization. The 
DISCUS model measures behaviors, which can be distilled into four principal 
behaviors: D for Dominance, I for Influence, S for Steadiness and C for Compli-
ance. When viewing the charts and graphs below please note that the scores 
and lines, whether they be above (high), below (low) or on the midline do not 
reflect high as being ‘good,’ low as being ‘bad,’ or midline as being ‘neutral.’ 
They are simply measurements of the four levels of DISC.

Typical Characteristics: 

Axiom DISCUS Profile Results – Trevor Webster

High 
Scores 

Low 
Scores 

DOMINANCE  
(POWER)

- Assertive 
- Self-motivated 
- Determined 
- Direct 

- Accommodating 
- Co-operative 
- Accepting 
- Team oriented 

INFLUENCE 
(PEOPLE) 

- Extroverted 
- Outgoing 
- Communicative 
- Enthusiastic 

- Reserved 
- Probing 
- Tactful 
- Guarded 

STEADINESS 
(PACE) 

- Patient 
- Amiable 
- Dependable 
- Trusting 

- Adaptable 
- Dynamic 
- Urgent 
- Vigorous 

COMPLIANCE 
(POLICY & PROCEDURE)  

- Analytical 
- Systematic 
- Methodical 
- Precise 

- Instinctive 
- Intuitive 
- Unconventional 
- Individualistic 

OVERVIEW

VALUES

SEEKS

AVOIDS

PRESSURE/
RESPONSE

APPROACH

STRATEGY

CAUTIOUS
PRECISE

ACCURATE
ASSERTIVE

PROCEDURE

FACTS

UNCERTAINTY

EVADES

EXACT

ASSERTIVE

Internal
Profile

External
Profile

Summary
Profile

Shift
Pattern

D I S C D I S C D I S C D I S C
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Axiom Discus

D  I  S  C

Although the general ‘shape’ of graphs from both assessments is similar, there are 
some notable differences that may indicate a shift of role or responsibility and/or 
mindset between the two assessments. 

The combination of a Low ‘I’ (Influence) and High ‘S’ (Steadiness) evident in 
both profiles suggests that Trevor is cautious in style and prefers not to be forced 
into a decision before he is in possession of all the pertinent facts.

Equally, the combination of High ‘D’ (Dominance) and ‘C’ (Compliance) scores 
indicates individuals who are both accurate and efficient. It is a controlled style that 
means, generally speaking, Trevor will remain calm and collected during a crisis, 
although he can call upon a more forceful element to his style when a situation 
demands it. His temperament is relatively objective and analytical, which means 
that he will normally wish to understand situations and events as fully as possible. 

It is also worth noting that, in both assessments, Trevor’s Internal profile (which 
describes his true motivations and desires) are very similar. However, the Shift 
Pattern (which describes the amount and manner in which he feels the need to 
adjust from his ‘ideal’ self) is much less in his most recent assessment. This could 
suggest that Trevor feels that his current role does not provide the challenge or 
demands that make the most of his talents and skill set.

One of the most significant differences between the two sets of results is the 
Lower ‘I’ (Influence) scores evident in Trevor’s 2015 assessment. Trevor seems to 
perceive a reduced need to seek influence from others and convince them of his 
strategies for success, or simply that his current role requires less interaction with 
others on a daily basis. (This would also be consistent with the his strength of 
Relator dropping from number 1 to number 6 on his Strengths Finder results.)

Another notable difference between the two assessments is the flatter nature of 
Trevor’s External Profile in his 2015 assessment. This could suggest a level of 
dissatisfaction or uncertainty within his current rule. Equally, the reduction in his 
Compliance score suggests openness to new ideas and approaches and a greater 
willingness to explore alternative solutions.

2009 2015

Summary    2009  2015        Change

Dominance   49% 56%   +7%

Influence   44% 34%  -10%

Steadiness   27% 41% +14%

Compliance   84% 77%    -7%

NOTES
• A more confident and focused individual than in 2009
• Less need to convince others of his ideas – more self-assured.
• Taking care to ensure things are completed to the best of his 
ability; leading by example
• More open to new ideas – willing to challenge the norm
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Conclusions
Although, as one would expect, there are some clear similarities between the results from Trevor’s assessments in 2009 and again in 2015, 
there are some differences which would suggest that he has some very strong leadership qualities, but may not be in a role that currently chal-
lenges or extends him to make best use of those attributes. This may, over time, lead to a sense of frustration from him not fulfilling his true 
potential and drive him to seek potential work in other areas:

Similarities

1. A careful and detail-oriented approach to work that focusses on accuracy and an emphasis on organization and structure: High C 
(Compliance) score, strength of Deliberative and a high Reflective Observation score)
2. Trevor has very high expectations of himself and others: High D (Dominance) score alongside Maximizer/Focus strengths
3. An efficient, problem solving style that is driven to achieve the very best results in all that he does: the combination of a High D (Dominance)
    and C (Compliance) scores.
4. The ability to ‘read situations’ and a willingness to challenge existing norms and explore different approaches to achieve success: 
    Assimilator/Diverger learning style.

Differences

1. Trevor is currently taking a more independent stance and showing less reliance on the input and contributions of others: Higher D   
    (Dominance) score, reduced I (Influence) score
2. He is currently displaying a greater confidence in his own ability to achieve 
    the high quality results he strives for: strengths of Maximizer and Self-
    Assurance alongside a higher D (Dominance) score
3. Trevor is presenting a less ‘hands-on’ active role and more of a 
    strategic one – appreciating the need for others to deliver with him 
    creating the example, setting direction and leading others: lower 
    Active Experimentation score, higher Reflective Observation 
    score, strengths of Responsibility and Consistency.
4. The compressed nature of his External Profile (2015) suggests that 
    he does not feel challenged in his current role or that his talents and 
    skill set are not being best utilized.
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2 PART TWO: WINNING WAYS

1 6         W I N N I N G  I N D I V I D U A L

This section will teach you how your collective talents, thoughts and feelings affect your 
perceptions, behaviors and interactions within the team dynamic, as well as how this is manifested 
and perceived by external forces.
  
Through a layering process called triangulation, Winning Profile places the assessments together 
in the context of three dimensions, yielding results that express the team’s truest self. We begin 
to see the common strengths of the team, what talents are missing and which of these themes 
can be coached to maximize performance.
 
The key to changing behavior is to become aware of what you do and do not want changed. 
Self-awareness must emerge for the information to be acknowledged and it is at this 
point that a team can truly improve. This section of the Winning Team report aims to 
elucidate the qualities of your team that make it truly unique, allowing each member 
to embrace and capitalize upon the team’s distinct identity.

“ If we all 
did the 
things we 
are capable 
of, we would 
astound 
ourselves.” 

 - Thomas Edison
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2 PART TWO: TRIANGULATION

Winning Pro�le provides key insights into the unique talent set that explains the strengths, 
challenges and performance indicators for individuals in their speci�c areas of expertise. In this 
section of the report, we will suggest a number of key areas that can be focused on in order to 
build upon the successes highlighted in this report as well as helping to build new behaviors 
to further enhance performance

There are many methods or systems we can use to get to our goals. Winning Pro�le has its own 
Winning Pro�le Performance Process to reach Elite Performance. Winning Ways incorporates 
your Talent Themes into a plan of action. Winning Ways act as your map to success. In every 
endeavor these themes must be at the forefront of your e�orts. Plan to use them to plan.

“If we all
did the
things we
are capable
of, we would
astound
ourselves.”

-Thomas Edison
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Give Him Authority & Responsibility
‘If given the authority to manage large and complex projects, he will ensure that he delivers on the commit-
ments he makes and will work reliably and diligently to see things through to completion’

A number of factors across the three assessments emphasize strong leadership qualities in Trevor’s per-
sonality. A High D (Dominance) score alongside strengths such as Responsibility and Self-Assurance 
all suggest that he has the qualities required to drive others towards clearly defined goals and targets.

Give him the autonomy to make key decisions with limited interference from others. Trevor will appreciate 
the need for bureaucracy and will create the necessary systems and structures to ensure consistency in 
execution but he will not appreciate managers who adopt an over-zealous approach to man-management

Provide him all of the information he needs to make the best decisions but also give him time to formulate 
effective plans and strategies

Give him challenging goals and targets to achieve. These need to be clearly defined and measurable – his 
natural style will become frustrated by ambiguity. Where possible, involve Trevor in the process of creating 
these goals.

Challenge him with complex, multifaceted projects that require him to demonstrate his analytical and 
organizational qualities alongside his strong problem-solving attributes

WINNING WAY 1:
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Feed the Maximizer
‘He is very driven to deliver on what he has committed to achieve and he presents a level of self-confidence 
in his own ability regardless of external pressures’

When the strength of Maximizer is coupled with Responsibility and a High D (Dominance) score, it 
describes very driven and committed individuals who constantly look to make improvements and who strive 
to be the very best in all they do. Indeed, his strength of Maximizer suggests that he will never settle for 
anything but the very best and he should constantly be surrounded by others who share this uncompromis-
ing approach. As such, he needs to constantly be pushed to the very limit, set tough daily measurable 
targets, and given EVERY opportunity to go above and beyond his own expectations.

Surround him with equally focused and like-minded individuals who respond best to an organized and disci-
plined management style and who do not require constantly motivating or re-focusing and whose commit-
ment to the cause is unquestionable. Expose him to every new potential opportunity to create a winning 
advantage over others – new technologies, methods of working and the latest research

Provide support networks and create avenues through which there is clear structure and organization, 
which he can use to help monitor and manage his progress

Remove mundane and non-challenging routine responsibilities; allow him to create the direction and strat-
egy whilst driving others to deliver more on the practical implications. Use Trevor as an example of the kind 
of controlled, efficient and organised approach that is most successful in any organization 

WINNING WAY 2:
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Provide Structure... then Challenge the Norm
‘He loves the challenge of analyzing situations and taking the time to learn all of the facts before creating 
clear plans and developing processes for improvement’

Trevor’s reflective learning style, coupled with a High C (Compliance) score and strengths such as 
Consistency and Deliberative, suggests that he will be most effective in an analytical or controlling type 
of role that is essentially structured but offers challenges and constantly pushes him.

Clearly define targets and goals for him to achieve – He is a highly driven and focused performer who will 
want constant clarification of where he currently stands in relation to set goals. These targets need to be 
very challenging and link directly to the work plan that has been created

Create systems, structures and policies – Trevor will feel comfortable working within the parameters of 
clearly laid down policies and procedures. He should be involved in the creation of such systems, not least 
because he will be very good at it, but also because it will ensure his ‘buy in’ within the whole process. 

Give him responsibility for ‘quality assurance’ within the organization, whereby he has the responsibility to 
‘check and challenge’ the work of others, and also allows him to constantly review existing methods and 
systems in order to improve efficiency and effectiveness

Ensure significant upheaval or change is clearly outlined to Trevor in a manner that allows him to absorb 
and reflect on it before he has to ‘buy in’ and where he has time to integrate it into his own plans

WINNING WAY 3:
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